
Regulations Prof. mr. Tijn Kortmann Prize 2021  

Compete for the Prof. mr. Tijn Kortmann Prize is considered an implicit acceptance of these regulations.  

Article 1  Participation  

Compete for the Prof. mr. Tijn Kortmann Prize is only possible for PhD Candidates and junior lecturers affiliated 

to the Faculty of Law of the Radboud University.  

 

Article 2  Publication 

1. The submitted publication must be a text in Dutch or English.  

2. The publication must have appeared or been accepted between 1 August 2020 and 1 August 2021.  

3. The jury assesses the submissions on the following aspects:  

 The way in which the topic is dealt with, in particular whether it corresponds to the form,  

content and level of the academic essay;  

 Originality, which can be evidenced by a special approach to the subject, from an innovative vision of 

the subject or from a surprising perspective;   

 Language use and style.  

 

Please note 

The publication may not be a dissertation, as the Prof. mr. Tijn Kortmann Prize includes an incentive prize.  

 

Article 3  Submission 

1. Submissions must be in the possession of the jury no later than 1 August 2021, provided with name, address, 

place of residence, telephone number and e-mail address. The essay must be submitted as a Word file. 

2. The submission must be presented in such a way that an anonymous assessment is possible. Personal data 

should therefore be included in a separate appendix! 

3. The text should be in 11 or 12 point font size (preferably Calibri or Arial), with 1,5 line spacing and 

reasonable margins.  

4. Submissions must be addressed to:  

 Mrs. Louk Hermans-Brand, director of the Nijmegen Law Alumni Foundation 

E-mail: l.hermans@jur.ru.nl 

 

Article 4  The Prof. mr. Tijn Kortmann Prize  

1. Only participants who have met the criteria set in the above mentioned articles 1 to 3 can qualify for one of 

the prizes consisting of a cash sum of € 1.250,- each.  

2. The jury will reach a final judgement no later than 15 September 2021. The authors of the prize-winning 

publications will be personally contacted.  

3. The prize is non-transferable and/or exchangeable. 

 

Article 5  Award ceremony 

The prize will be awarded during the annual Van der Grinten Lecture in October 2021.  

 

Article 6  Jury 

The jury consists of the board of the Nijmegen Law Alumni Foundation supplemented by the alumni dean.  

With the understanding that the chairman of the Nijmegen Law Alumni Foundation is also the chairman of the 

jury. All votes counts equally; in the event of a tie, the chairman has a casting vote.  

 

Article 7  Unforeseen circumstances  

In cases not provided for by these rules, the jury will decide.  

 

Article 8  Liability 

The Nijmegen Law Alumni Foundation cannot be held liable for any disadvantage (in the broadest sense of the 

word) that may arise from competing for the Prof. mr. Tijn Kortmann Prize.  

 

Article 9  Final clause  

The jury’s verdict on the winners is final. There can be no correspondence with the jury about the course or the 

result of the competition.  


